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The 
m/v desafio
The Amazon rainforest in Brazil, the greater and 
more important reserve on the planet, where the
powerful  rivers show all their strength and 
greatness. In a world where fresh water is a unique 
commodity,  the MV DESAFIO shows its style and
takes you to an unforgettable trip.



MAGUARi
CRUISE
DAY 1 - tHurSDAy

Departure  from Manaus Tropical Hotel 
pier to board the M/V DESAFIO, your 
�oating hotel for the next three nights. 
Once on board, the multilingual 
naturalist guide will host a “welcome to 
the Amazon”  brie�ng highlighting the 
broad spectrum of life in this unique 
region. The guide will assist in the 
identi�cation of the �ora / fauna, 
provide a historical framework and 
enrich your ecological understanding 
of this unusual destination and of the 
natural world. After dinner, enjoy an 
excursion by canoe to listen to the 
night sounds of the jungle.



DAY 2 - FRIDAY

Early this morning, leave on a jungle trekking 
excursion to learn about the local _�ora, amongst 
the richest in the world. After lunch, start cruising 
towards the Samauma village, located at the 
Anavilhanas Islands, the largest river archipelago in 
the world. Later this afternoon, board a motor canoe 
to visit the surrounding lakes. Afterdinner, 
experience the excitement of searching for and 
spotting caimans.

DAY 3 - SATURDAY

Early rise to watch the sunrise and see thousands of 
birds come out of their nocturnal hiding places to 
feed. After breakfast, go on a �shing expedition to 
catch one of the many hundreds of species found in 
the river, including the aggressive piranha. The rest 
of the day is spent exploring the river meeting 
world’s greatest ecosystem.

DAY 4 - SUNDAY

After breakfast, you’ll reach the “meeting of the 
waters”. This is where  Negro and Solimoes Rivers 
meet each other to form the great Amazon River. 
After a stop to view this fascinating sight, continue 
cruising back to Manaus. for  docking at the pier.



BRAZIL

Manaus

MAGUARi CRUISE



CONSTRUCTION:

Solid wood;
33m (112) in length;
7.30 (25) radius;
Tonnage 170;
2 MWM Engines 290 HP each;
2 Generators: 60 kWh;
Speed 12 knots;
Fuel tanks 10,000 liters;
Thermal water  tanks of 15,000 liters;
2 thermal tanks of 250L each  (heated by solar
energy);
Electric kitchen;
Air conditioning in all cabins and restaurant;
VHF, SSB, sound;
Radar tracker sound depth last generation;
2 excursion boats / support 40 HP;
Lightning rod according to international
standards.



Features:
12 double cabins;
Private bathroom in all cabins;
Wardrobe;
Indirect lights;
Individual air conditioning;
Panoramic restaurant;
Lobby;
Sun deck;
Sun Bar       

Important Notes:

- Tour details according to the 
speci�cations;
- Individual in cabins with private 
bathroom and individual air 
conditioning;
- Meals according to the description 
of the program;
- Drinks not included;
- Arrival and departure transfers not 
included;
- Specialized  local tour escort  in 
ecology  ( English, Portuguese and 
Spanish)

IMPORTANT:

Once a year the Brazilian Navy 
conducts a boat survey and every 
three years the boat is taken to dry 
dock for a complete inspection.

We comply with all regulations of the 
Brazilian Navy for tourist boats.

Minimum crew 5.



The cruise reserves the right to change the 
itinerary or cancel departures – without prior 
notice -   according to requirements and operating 
conditions.

The Captain reserves the right to add or omit parts 
of the cruise due to climate conditions  or also for 
operational reasons without notice to passengers;

After the start of the journey and for speci�c  
reasons such as motor damage, , collision or 
stranding for more than 24 consecutive hours, 
Causes that may inhibit the continuation of the 
journey, passengers prorated refund will be given 
"per diem " for entire cruise ;

A change to itineraries due to technical reasons 
does not enable the passenger to reimbursement 
or complaints;

Not required, but recommended a tablet for 
Malaria and yellow fever  shot;

In our commitment to  responsible / sustainable  
tourism, we have worked closely with local 
communities , thereby reducing the predatory 
hunting and �shing  , allowing the local 
communities a new and perspective livelihood .  
For this reason we suggest buying of souvenirs as 
this activity may help increase their income.

IMPORTANT NOTES: 



From Thursday until Sunday,
4 days / 3 nights. We have every Thursday regular 
departure for you to Discovery Amazon;
 
Charter – friend and family, Business meetings 
and Fishing (check availability)

regular 
departures

Dietary Needs: 
Please contact us 30 days before departure on 
needs for diet food.

Dress:
Light and informal clothes, swimsuits, �ip-�ops, 
sneakers or boots for hiking.

Please contact us
for rates on Regular  Departures or Charters.

Rua Barão de Ipanema, 56 - suite 601 Copacabana - Rio de Janeiro - Brazil - ZIP 22050-030

Tel.: +55 21 3539-5400 | Fax: +55 21 2547-8117 / 2548-0644
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adwbrasil@adwbrasil.com.br | www.adwbrasil.com.br


